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Young adults
more likely to
contract STDs
Leah Young
Montana Kaimin

“Statistics show there are probably
200,000 in the United States and possibly as
many as 4 million in the world,” said Mary
Ann Brown, coordinator of the Leap Year
Birthday Club, headquartered in Anthony,
Texas.
The club, established by Brown and a
neighbor in 1988, hosts an annual four-day
leap-year festival full of outdoors and social
activities. Brown expects about 100 of the
club’s 400 members to attend this year.
Brown, who was born in 1932, will finally turn 18 on Sunday.
“It’s the fountain of youth,” she says.
Members pay $25 every four years to join
the club and are given T-shirts and birthday
cards.
Harrington and Woodward are both pretty
sure they’ve been members before.
“I’ve gotten presents from people I don’t
know,” Harrington says.
One of the strangest problems the students have run into have to do with with
their drivers licenses. When Harringon went
to get her license the first time and had to
circle her date of birth on a calendar on the

As students talk
50 percent of
about what they
Americans will
should give up for
get an STD by
Lent, sex is one thing
age 25
that comes up during
discussions. Although usually mentioned as a
joke, health officials say giving up sex isn’t a
bad idea.
Young adults and adolescents, ages 10 to
24, are at the highest risk of getting an infection, said reports released by Advocates for
Youth and the sexual-health-orientated Alan
Guttmacher Institute.
Half of young Americans will get a sexually transmitted disease by the age of 25,
according to the reports.
Because many STDs have unnoticeable
symptoms, or symptoms that take a few
months to show up, getting tested is a must
for sexually active young adults, said Dr.
Dave Bell, director of the Curry Health
Center at the University of Montana.
An anonymous UM junior said when she
was 15, she had sex for the first time and was
infected with Human Papillomavirus, which
includes symptoms such as genital warts. The
disease can also cause cervical cancer in
women. She and her partner weren’t using a
condom.
She didn’t know she was infected until
about three years later when she went to
Curry Health Center for her yearly Pap smear.
The results showed she had abnormal precancerous cells in her cervix.
“It’s not something you can feel,” she said.
“Or something you know is there. It can lay
dormant in your body, so you don’t know if
you have it. If you don’t get warts on the outside you can’t really tell if you have HPV.”
She said she was in denial for a while, but
decided to get another exam. The results were
the same: Pre-cancerous cells in her cervix, so
she had a procedure done to cut away the cancerous cells.
“I went and had a colposcopy, which is
similar to a Pap smear,” she said.
In a colposcopy the doctor uses a magnifying instrument to examine the cervix.
“They go in and they have these little
things,” she said. “A camera, that they look
through, and this little clipper that clips off
pieces of your cervix. It’s a pretty scary procedure.”
Fortunately for her, she said, the doctors
were only looking for about 15 minutes to
find something to cut off. But she knows

See LEAP YEAR, Page 12

See STDS, Page 12
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Jenny Woodward can do many things most 5-year-olds cannot. Although technically a few days short of her fifth birthday, she can drive a car,
vote and buy cigarettes. Woodward was born Feb. 29, 1984, a leap year, and she often themes her birthdays like any other five-year-old.

Students celebrate leap year b-days
Jessica Wambach
Montana Kaimin

Surrounded by bubbles, family and
“Finding Nemo” decorations, little Jenny
Woodward, a student at the University of
Montana College of Technology, celebrated
her fifth birthday last weekend.
The first-year culinary student’s party at
her home in Kalispell was a little premature, but celebrating birthdays a few days
early is something she is very used to.
Woodward was born on Feb. 29, 1984,
making her a leap-year birthday girl whose
special day only officially comes around
every four years.
Although she was born 20 years ago, the
party Woodward will have here in Missoula
with her friends on Sunday will mark only
the fifth time she’s been able to celebrate on
her birthday. And she thinks five will be a
good year.
“You get usually, like, a bigger birthday,”
Woodward says. “My friends would tease
me, but when I’m older I’ll like it a lot better.”
Amber Harrington, a UM sophomore,
will also turn 20, or 5, on Sunday, but has

to work all day and probably won’t get to
do much celebrating.
In addition to jeering friends, Harrington
had to deal with her family’s jokes while
growing up.
“My brothers used to always tease me
about not having a birthday,” she says.
The oddity of Woodward’s birthday didn’t prompt much teasing from her younger
brother. He has his own share of birthday
enigmas, having been born on April 14, the
anniversary of the sinking of the Titanic and
the assassination of President Lincoln.
Harrington and Woodward agree that the
strangest part about having a birthday on
Feb. 29 is that other people are so fascinated by it.
“Everybody asks you, ‘When do you celebrate your birthday?’ Anywhere in
February or March. It’s pretty much whenever you have time,” said Harrington, a
Health and Human Performance and prephysical therapy major.
Woodward traditionally observes her
birthday on Feb. 28.
Harrington and Woodward share their
unusual birthdays with other students at UM
and millions of people around the world.

Faculty Senate dodges vote on pass/no pass policy
Alisha Wyman
Montana Kaimin

The Faculty Senate sends
Senate sent a
issue back to
motion to
committee
remedy an
inconsistency between the pass/no
pass option and the traditional letter grade back to committee at its
special meeting Thursday.
“It was clear the language has
some problems,” chairman Bill
Knowles said. “We can’t have an
up or down vote on this, because
we’d be amending this thing till 6
o’clock.”

Currently, a letter grade of D
means a student has passed the
class, but the equivalent of a D is a
“no pass” under the pass/no pass
option. The Academic Standards
and Curriculum Review Committee
is seeking to make a D equivalent
to a passing grade in a pass/no pass
option.
The committee considered several different options to address this,
including abolishing the pass/no
pass option, changing it to
credit/no credit or placing the grade
equivalent next to the “P” or “NP”
on transcripts, while not consider-

ing it in grade point average calculations.
The committee recommended
making A through D passing
grades, and F a failing grade.
But several senators mentioned
that the motion failed to address
the differences in department
requirements and general education
requirements. Majors often require
at least a C for a course to be
counted toward graduation.
Josef Crepeau, the director of the
math program at the College of
Technology, said he thinks if students do D work, it should be

shown on their transcripts that “you
got by by the skin of your teeth.”
“It’s essentially saying you tried
and didn’t master the material, but
we’re going to let you get by anyway,” he said.
Don Potts, the ASCRC vice
chairman, said after hearing several
concerns with the motion, the committee would review it once more.
“We spent a lot of time on this,
and I thought we had covered all
the arguments, but these are some
arguments I didn’t think of,” he
said.
Sending the motion back to com-

mittee allowed the Faculty Senate
to continue with the emergency
meeting’s original purpose. They
listened to two presentations from
the Computer and Information
Systems department on how to use
the new e-mail system and how the
upcoming Faculty Senate elections
will function now that they are
electronic.
“We would have blown both of
our scheduled performances if we
had debated and tried to amend
(the pass/no pass motion),”
Knowles said.
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Without reader questions, Adam rants

The

Peanut Gallery

Ask Adam

Every week the editorial staff of the Kaimin gives a cut-tothe-chase summary of some of the week’s news events, and our
opinion on them.
Beware the village peeper: Shudder.
Ew. Sometimes weird things happen at the University
Villages: Check out our police blotter almost every week.
Hopefully, residents can form some kind of Neighborhood
Watch meets SWAT type of thing. Otherwise, crazy crimes like
“animal vandalism” and “unexplained, gross noises” could
creep in.
Passion of the Christ: Nervous signing of the cross.
When did Mel Gibson, famed star of “What Women Want,”
become a scholar adept at understanding and making a movie
using ancient Aramaic? As far as we know, God normally
inspires martyrs such as Moses and Mohammed, not washed-up
Hollywood actors. We’re anxiously awaiting the release of
“What Jesus Wants.”
Best of Missoula awards: Give us a break.
Surprise, surprise, the Missoula Independent cleans up in its
own awards. And don’t kid yourself — the Missoulian fared
just as well in its own. The Kaimin would now like to officially
announce its own “Best of Missoula.” Sorry, too late to vote.
The winners are: for Best Newspaper, the Montana Kaimin; for
Best Journalist, a tie between all Montana Kaimin reporters;
and for Best Photographer, all the Kaimin photogs. We assume
our Best Journalist award will go to actual journalists, as well.
Bush throws his support behind discrimination: Seriously,
go to hell.
Does anyone else realize that we are about to classify a group
of people as second-class citizens? I mean, the Constitution is
no small deal. It’s only been amended 17 times since the Bill of
Rights was enacted. And if anything, it’s been amended to
ensure the rights of all citizens, as guaranteed. Now the religious right, with the support of our president, is defining who
gets to love who, and whether that love is socially acceptable,
by law. News flash: “Activist” judges are there to protect the
minorities in this country from oppressive majorities. Get off
your religious high horses.
Ralph Nader runs for president: Sit down!
Nader, who said Republicans have earned a D-minus and
Democrats have earned a D-plus, earns himself an F for running
again. Nader beseeches Americans to help him overthrow the
Bush administration, but we all know he will accomplish no
more than dragging at the heels of Democrats. Although his
intentions are good, the act of removing Bush from office is of
dire importance. There is no room for third-party hampering.
The Peanut Gallery is written
by the editorial staff of the Kaimin

Letters
to the editor
The following is a response to
Athletic Director Wayne Hogan's
comments, as reported by Myers
Reece, regarding the fee increase

for the Athletic Department.
Why is it the responsibility of
the student body to carry the fees
of the Athletic Department? It
would seem the easy solution is to
increase the student body fee,
rather than find alternate solutions
to financial problems. One solution
would be for the off-season athletes
to make an effort to raise money to
benefit their situation. There are
several fund raising techniques that
could be used that the athletes
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Adam Weinacker
The mug
Many of you readers may be confused by the sudden
change in my “mug shot.” (Mug shots are what we in
the newspaper biz call the photos of people’s faces in
the newspaper. I permit you all to use the lingo in your
everyday discourse.)
Here’s the reason for the change: My old picture
was unanimously ruled as being lame. The outstretched neck apparently made me look like a turtle,
and turtles generally aren’t considered smart, unless
you bring up the whole “Tortoise and the Hare” story.
But I’m not going there.
So the solution was a new photo — one that would
focus less on my alarmingly long neck and more on
my shiny forehead and “Grease” hair.
I stole the glasses, which were way too small for
me, from a female co-worker to make me look more
intelligent and trustworthy. Yeah, yeah, I’m stereotyping people with glasses. Blah, blah, blah. I look
smarter, case closed.
I don’t think I look particularly
smart in real life, although I was
called an M&M head in elementary
school, and roundish heads can often
be considered smart-looking. And if
smart people’s faces are unable to
evenly grow facial hair, then I might
Way sucky
have a smart face.
In any case, we could always
compare my mug shots to find out
which one is better. Then we could match my winning
photo to Monte’s winning photo and see who wins the
battle of the heads. Bigger isn’t always better, Monte.
No mames
There’s a lot of Spanish floating around the office
lately — due to the unfortunate belief by some Kaimin
staffers that they are still on exchange in Mexico.
One of their pet phrases is “no mames.” As a student
whose only encounters with Spanish were in the classroom, I had never heard the phrase until this year. I
now find it wonderful and versatile.
The two reporters explained to me that “no mames”
— pronounced like “no mom ace” — is interjected in
a “don’t screw with me” context.
Here’s an example:
You: “Ask Adam, why aren’t you answering questions in this column?”
Me: “I would if you people sent me questions.
Questions are a prerequisite. Questions, then answers.
There’s an order to all of this, people.”
You: “But Adam ...”
Me: “NO MAMES!”
You: “But ...”
Me: (Quickly) “I said no mames.”
Oh, how good that sounds. Grammatically, no
mames translates into the command “don’t suck,” the
verb “mamar” meaning to suck.
I could have used this phrase when I wrote about
male nipples months ago. If anything should say no
mames, it’s male nipples.
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Q: I hear two stories about the
economics of Griz football. One is
that UM sinks a ton of money into
the program while shorting other programs all over
the University. The other take is that the income of the
football program is huge and serves to keep almost all
other Griz athletics afloat. What’s the real deal?
— Eli
A: For this I’m going straight to the current operating budgets.
The budgeted revenue for the football team comes in
at $2,148,281 with expenditures at $1,198,049. That
yields excess revenue of $950,232. So, yes, the
University pumps a lot of money into the team, but the
team, in turn, draws in almost $1 million extra.
Keep in mind these are budgeted numbers for the
current fiscal year, not actual expenditures and revenues.
The only other sport budgeted to make money is
men’s basketball, with excess revenue of $27,035. All
the rest are budgeted to lose money, with the smallest
loss at $53,244 and the largest at $153,927.
When looking at the budget, one could view it as
UM shorting other programs because the total budgeted expenditures of all the other sports combined is
$1,318,366, only $120,317 more than was budgeted
for football alone.
But it’s also true that football’s budgeted revenue is
huge. Without it, UM athletics would probably be in
trouble. As Athletic Director Wayne Hogan said in a
Kaimin story Wednesday, the football program “is a
beast ... It’s a huge cash benefit.”

Kafkaesque!

Let the people interested in the athletic program support it so that the
people here for academics can
afford to stay in school.

E DITOR

NEWSROOM

Questions
Q: When people get those earrings and the big holes
in their ears, will their piercings close back up?
— Katerina
A: I sure hope so. Otherwise my nether regions are
screwed.
Whether the hole will close back up depends on the
gauge at which you pierce yourself, according to
Sarvas Berry at Painless Steel Tattooing and Body
Piercing.
The standard gauge for piercing is a size 14, or
about .064 inches, Berry told me over the buzzing of
the tattoo gun that was inking his body. It was my first
time interviewing someone who was simultaneously
being tattooed.
As the piercing gauges go down in size, the size of
the hole gets wider.
The piercings can be stretched using a taper, a metal
rod that tapers from a narrow gauge to a wide gauge,
Berry said. Then jewelry is used to maintain the
stretched lobe.
But stretching can reach a point of no return.
Berry said any piercing wider than a 2 gauge, or
1/4-inch wide, won’t close up.
After the gauging reaches a 00, or double naught,
the hole sizes go up in increments of 3/8 of an inch.
The largest lobe piercings Berry
has ever seen were stretched 6 inches wide. And if you want to go big
without using a taper, you can
always cut a hole in your ears using
a scalpel, Berry said.
Sounds almost irresistible.

themselves could partake in. Let
them show how much they appreciate their "free ride" by alleviating
the monetary stress on the average
student.
Mr. Hogan stated that the football team is the only sport not in
the red. It would seem to me that
another logical answer would be to
take advantage of such knowledge
and raise ticket prices for games,
including, if not especially, the
price that season ticket holders pay.

ARTS EDITOR

Send letters to the editor to
letters@kaimin.org or drop them off in
Journalism 106

Montana Kaimin
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Weather
or not

Friday, February 27, 2004

Calendar of Events
This Week

High:
Low:

45
26

Chance of rain

B

elieve it or not, this is normal. Temperatures, precipitation, all
of this is just how it’s supposed to be this year. So if this is
how spring feels, we guess it’s here. Everyone asks us, “Hey,
Kaimin Weather. Are we going to see any snow here? What’s the
deal with this weather?” Like we always say, “There will be more
snow, so chill. It’ll happen.” This weekend looks like more of the
same. Scattered rain showers, some clouds, and maybe some snow
if it gets cold enough.
Kaimin Weather - “The future of weather is now.”

Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an
error of fact, please call 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we find a
factual error was made, we will correct it on this page.

Ask Adam
The questions, the questions. Uh huh. The questions.
Adam will answer them --- ANY OF THEM -- if you send them.
Sample questions:
-- Is life truly devoid of meaning, or is each day another chance to
suceed, another chance to love? A: Yes.
-- Is life a question, or merely an indecipherable answer to a
question none of us can even remember? A: Yes.
-- Am I undergoing an existential crisis?
A: No. Actually, yes. Maybe.
Send questions to editor@kaimin.org

We’ve Got Movie Sign!
UC Theater — 8 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Movie - “Wonderland,” 8 p.m., and “21
Grams,” 10 p.m. See the movies that started it
all. (“All” not meaning anything in particular.)
Art Gallery
Social Sciences Building first
floor — 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Exhibit and reception - Ninth
annual Juried Student Art
Exhibition, through March 8. The
very best juried student art exhibition in Missoula since 1996.

Art Fair Opening Reception
Social Sciences Building first floor
— Opening reception: 5-7 p.m.
— Award presentation: 6 p.m.
Exhibit and reception - Ninth annual Juried
Student Art Exhibition opening reception and
award presentation. Who will take home the
gold? Nobody — gold clashes horribly with
everything.

Kaiminebruary

Saturday, Feb. 28
Stuck In The Mezzo
Music Recital Hall — 7:30
Senior recital - Mezzo soprano Angela Wilkes. It’s free!
Mezzo-tastic!

Today, Feb. 27
Sunday, Feb. 29
Open Forum
Davidson Honors College
— 4-6 p.m.
Forum - Open forum with President
Dennison. Refreshments provided. You just
provide yourself, bucko.
Alien Invasion Lecture
N. Underground Lecture Hall
— 4:10-5 p.m.
Lecture - “Evolutionary and Ecological
Influences on Invasion by an Alien Tree
Species.” Or E.a.E.I.o.I.b.a.A.T.S. for short.
But then, that’s not very short either.

Leap Day Concert
Music Recital Hall — 7:30 p.m.
Concert - “Leap Day Concert,” David Hays,
bass, and Sarah Poole, soprano, String
Orchestra of the Rockies. A concert like this
only comes around once every four years. Or
else it would just be called a concert.
Resume Workshop
Lommasson Center 154 — 4:30-6 p.m.
Workshop - “Your Resume is You: Your
Letter is Your Introduction.” Because that
resume written in lipstick is just not working.

Items for the Calendar of Events may be submitted to editor@kaimin.org.
We do not guarantee the publication of all submitted items.
Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:

1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
9893
The call is free and so is the report.

Car Accident Victims
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The Court

Jesters

Members of the UM Pep Band, Marilyn Cole (right) and Josh Peters, taunt MSU’s Whitney Connolly, who fouled out during the basketball game
last Friday. The band chants “left, right” as Connolly walks to her seat on the bench, then yells, “Sit down!”

UM Pep Band members are Griz’s L O U D E S T
Story by
Myers Reece
Photos by
Lisa Hornstein
There aren’t 23,000 screaming
fans. There isn’t a layer of snow
on the playing surface. There
aren’t any swirling winds.
There is, however, a different
kind of distraction for opposing
teams at University of Montana
basketball games in the Dahlberg
Arena. It comes from the most
raucous area of the student section, where about 30 shameless,
instrument-wielding Grizzly fans
remind opponents they’re in hostile country.
It’s the UM Pep Band and it’s
ready to do whatever’s necessary
to bring energy to the crowd. That
includes getting on some people’s
nerves.
“We’ve been flipped off,
mooned,” senior trombone player
Chris Stark said. “One time a
couple years ago a player from
the other team pulled me up to his
chest by my shirt.”
While Stark admits he was a
little scared, he knew he got into
the player’s head. He had done
his job.
Scott Rikkers, the pep band’s
director, said the band thrives on
school spirit and energy.
“Our most important function
is to get the crowd involved and
get the school spirit going out
there,” Rikkers said.
Chad Reep, Stark’s best friend
and a fellow trombone player,
said there are rules for what they
can do. The band can’t swear, and

Rikkers makes sure they stay in
the bounds of common decency,
Reep said.
Stark added a couple of rules.
“There’s no smoking and no
drinking,” he said. “Well, at least
no smoking.”
They can, and frequently do,
shout chants such as “Who’s he?
He sucks!” A new favorite is
“You will not graduate from college!”
However, they aren’t allowed
to say the word “suck” at
women’s basketball games, nor
can they say “bench,” which
sometimes gets confused with
another word that starts with “b”
and ends with “ch.”
In general, Stark said band
members mellow their remarks at
women’s games.
“One time I think I made a girl
cry and I felt pretty bad,” Stark
said.
Rikkers said it’s not the intention of the band to hurt any feelings, but rather to incite some
rowdiness at games. He argues
that players should expect it anyway.
“They’re trained, or at least
they should be trained, to deal
with all kinds of crowd noise,” he
said.
Often, with excited crowds, the
band and the fans feed off each
other. Although, Stark said, sometimes it’s only the pep band making noise.
“It’s frustrating sometimes,”
Stark said. “But it’s also nice to
be the only ones heard.”
Reep said the pep band is
always ready for games no matter

how few fans there are. Rikkers
said it’s because the band just
likes doing what it does.
“We’re glad to do it,” Rikkers
said. “We’d be happy to do it
with a crowd of two or 2,000.”
Rikkers is the first-ever official
pep band director at the
University of Montana. In past
years graduate students have
guided the band. Having received
his master’s degree from James
Madison University in Virginia
just last year, he said this opportunity is incredible.
“My career goal was to teach at
the college level,” said Rikkers,
26. “I never thought I would get
here this early.”
Rikkers said the University is
very supportive of the pep band.
Half of his salary is funded
through athletics and the other
half is funded through fine arts.
At most other schools are UM’s
size, Rikkers said pep bands are
solely associated with music
departments, not athletics.
“We’re lucky to have the support from the Athletic Department

and

R OWDI E ST fans

that we do,” Rikkers said.
There are about 50 pep band
members, but usually only 30
participate in basketball games.
More than 30 can show up, but
Reep said usually only the scheduled 30 divvy up the $200 stipend
earned at each basketball game.
All pep band members are part
of the 110-person marching band.
The entire marching band fills the
role of pep band at football
games, but both Rikkers and Reep
said they prefer basketball games.
“I get more excited at basketball games because we’re more
involved,” Rikkers said. “There
are less corporate sponsors and
the atmosphere is more intimate.”
Reep, who has a reputation for
being one of the loudest pep band
members, said he simply likes the
fact that he and his comrades can
be heard better.
“The basketball games are
more exciting,” Reep said. “We
can get more rowdy and we can
definitely be heard.”
Rikkers knows how Reep got
his reputation.

“He’s very spirited,” Rikkers
said. “I think it’s good for fans
and students to see that kind of
spirit.”
Reep put it another way.
“I think a lot of people hate
me,” he said with a smirk.
Men’s basketball head coach
Pat Kennedy, who has coached at
Florida State and DePaul, said the
UM pep band has been very
important to the basketball environment for his Grizzlies.
“I’ve been around and I’ve seen
a lot of pep bands,” Kennedy
said. “Our pep band is as good as
any. They really do a good job.”
A couple of years ago the pep
band traveled to Sacramento for
the men’s NCAA national basketball tournament. A coach from the
University of Oregon told the UM
pep band that it was one of the
best he had ever seen.
Stark said he believes the pep
band now has a reputation.
“When teams come here to
play, we know they’re waiting for
us,” he said.

ARTICHOKE CONSULTING
Have a Mac?
Have Problems?
• 5+ years of Mac Experience
• Education and Contract Rates
• Always willing to trade
406.370.4566
peet@artichokeconsulting.com

UM Pep Band member Justin Horak plays the trumpet during a time out in Friday’s basketball game against MSU.
Not only does the band provide a talented performance of music during basketball games, but also a good distraction for opposing teams.
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Noisy nuisances, dawdling dog, confiscated card
Kristen Cates
Montana Kaimin

Friday, Feb. 20, 6:00 p.m.
Public Safety received a complaint from a resident of the
Craighead apartments that there
was a motor bike driving on the
street, and it was “really aggravating.” Capt. Jim Lemcke, assistant director of Public Safety,
said when officers arrived the
driver was gone.
“It’s legal to ride on the street,”
Lemcke said.
Saturday, Feb. 21, 1:04 a.m.
A resident assistant in Aber
Hall requested officers’ help in
removing a non-resident from the
building. Lemcke said the RA
had previous problems with the
person getting into arguments.
“The dorm staff thought he had
been booted out,” Lemcke said.
Saturday, Feb. 21, 1:38 a.m.
After responding to the previous call in Aber Hall, an officer

walked out of the building and
saw a man who was talking on
one of the outdoor phones kick
the door.
Lemcke said the subject
appeared upset and was intoxicated. Lemcke said the young man
was underage and
was cited for
breaking the student conduct
code.

are not allowed to use other people’s cards to enter the gym and
that it is considered misdemeanor
theft.
In this case, Lemcke said
employees were able
to notice the difference because a
man was using a
woman’s card.
“If they loaned
the card they can be
charged as well,” he
said.

Police Blotter

Saturday, Feb. 21, 5:28 a.m.
A resident of the Craighead
apartments called to complain
about a loud party going on in the
complex.
Lemcke said the music was
turned off upon the officer’s
arrival.
“They ought to be sleeping at
that time,” he said.

Sunday, Feb. 22, 12:49 a.m.
Someone reported a loud group
of males playing football between
Miller and Duniway Halls.
Lemcke said the men were gone
upon the officer’s arrival.
“It’s very noisy in that corridor,” he said.

Saturday, Feb. 21, 9:15 a.m.
Public Safety received a call
from the Campus Recreation
Center reporting a confiscated
Griz Card. Lemcke said people

Sunday, Feb. 22, 4:50 p.m.
Public Safety received a report
that there were several skateboarders on the north side of the
UC. Lemcke said it is a popular

area for skateboarders to try different maneuvers.
“It also makes for some bad
conflict,” he said.
Sunday, Feb. 22, 6:38 p.m.
A black lab was reported wandering the hallway between the
Grizzly Pool and the Art Annex.
Lemcke said it was the second
time its owner had been warned
about having her dog in the
building.
“She didn’t say why she had
her dog in there,” Lemcke said.
Tuesday, Feb. 24, 1:44 p.m.
The father of a 12-year-old girl
called to report that his daughter
had fallen in the UC on Monday
while attending a band concert.
Reports said she injured her
ankle.
Lemcke said there could be a
variety of reasons for the call.
“If they feel we’re to blame for
something, they will file a
report,” he said.

Wednesday, Feb. 25, 4:54
p.m.
Public Safety received a complaint from a female in the
Mansfield Library who said there
was a man in the building who
was not supposed to be anywhere
close to her.
Lemcke said it turned out to be
Kelly Short, the UM student who
pleaded guilty to spying on
women in the Sisson apartments.
“He had no idea she was
there,” Lemcke said. “He cooperated and left immediately. It’s
just one of those unfortunate
things.”
Thursday, Feb. 26, 10:41 a.m.
Public Safety received a complaint of a disturbing sign hanging in the UC. The sign reads
“Lambda does not support our
bigot President.” Lemcke said it’s
a sign that protests President
Bush’s stance on gay marriage.
“Somebody was offended by
the sign,” he said. “It didn’t violate any laws.”

Students give back,
www.kaimin.org
sacrifice for Lent
It hurts to be this good. But
Bennett Jacobs
For the Kaimin

For many University of
Montana students who observe the
Christian tradition of Lent, the
next few weeks will be about
going without.
But for others it will be about
finding ways to give something
extra.
Lent is a 40-day period during
which many Christians prepare for
Easter by giving up something
they normally do as a form of sacrifice and reflection on their faith.
“I didn’t know that something
so small could really help someone out so much,” said Tori
Pavlock, a senior in communications, who decided to volunteer
one night a week at the Poverello
Center for Lent.
Pavlock and several others from
the Lutheran Campus Ministry
volunteered at the Poverello on
Tuesday night and decided to continue to do so until Easter.
This is the first year Pavlock
has observed Lent. Since she was
not raised in a religious family, it
was not until the last few months
that she became involved with the
Lutheran Campus Ministry and
learned about Lent. Lent is recognized by the Roman Catholic
Church and many other Christian
religions. This Wednesday, known
as Ash Wednesday, marked the
beginning of Lent.
Traditionally, many Christian
religions observed the 40 days by
fasting.
Today, still continue fasting, but
probably not to the same extent as

past generations, said Father Jim
Hogan of Catholic Campus
Ministry.
The Rev. Jean Larson, of
Lutheran Campus Ministry, said
people give up something for Lent
to remind them of the season.
“The intent is not really to suffer, but serve as a reminder of
one’s religious beliefs,” she said.
But Lent is also observed by
some students with no religious
ties at all.
Freshman Sonja Nash, who is
not religious, is giving up caffeine
for Lent because she feels it will
make her healthier. Nash said she
has successfully given up things in
the past.
“Last year I gave up carbonated
drinks and I haven’t had one
since,” she said.
Giving up something as simple
as a food, drinks or candy can also
serve as a reminder of one’s faith
for those who do practice a religion.
Junior Kacey Harsha said giving
up something as simple as sweets
reminds her each time she has a
craving why she is doing without
in the first place.
Still, for others, the pressure of
having to give up something for
their entire lives has led them to
avoid recognizing the season at
all.
Freshman Kristy Kundrat went
to Catholic school for 12 years
and is relieved to be on her own
this year so no one will force her
to practice religion or Lent.
“When religion is forced so
hard, some give up on it,” said
Kundrat. “I’ve given it up.”

we do it anyway. For you.
PRESIDENT GEORGE M. DENNISON
WEEKLY OPEN OFFICE HOURS
Spring Semester 2004
Friday, March 5
Thursday, March 18
Tuesday, March 23

2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
10:00 am - 12:00 NOON
3:00 pm - 5:00 pm

Appointments Appreciated --- 243-2311
Leave a message for the President at 243-PRES (243-7737)
or e-mail at prestalk@mso.umt.edu

Glacier Ice Rink Presents

NEON NIGHT
Friday, February 27th
9-11 PM

Bring your griz card for
$2 Skating & $2 Rental

Don’t Download
For Free When
You Can Get Paid
up to

$360

a month

Any ?’s Check out our website @
www.glaciericerink.com or call 728-0316.

Sperm Donors
Needed!
•Anonymous program
•Must be 18-35
& in good health

UM Cheerleaders

Call the donor info line

Good Luck

NW Andrology
& Cryobank

at Nationals!

549-0958
Missoula, MT
*Egg donors also needed
*Minority donors encouraged
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Report says authorities knew Columbine killers well
Robert Weller
Associated Press Writer

LAKEWOOD, Colo. (AP) — Law officers
were warned about the Columbine High
killers at least 15 times in the two years
before their murderous rampage in 1999, the
state attorney general said Thursday in a
report that outraged the families of the victims.
Attorney General Ken Salazar said he was
still digging for details about whether
authorities may have missed possible warning signs about the killers. Asked if he
thought there was a cover-up, Salazar said:
“I do not know today.”
Salazar’s report angered families of the 13
victims because it did not blame the
Jefferson County sheriff’s office for missing
warning signs about Eric Harris and Dylan
Klebold.
Some wept as Salazar concluded he had
found no sign of negligence, and families
said his narrowly tailored report did nothing
to ease their anguish.
“It’s done. You know it. They’re not going
to do any more,” Randy Brown said as he

hugged his sobbing wife. The Browns told
the sheriff’s office that Harris was making
death threats against their son in August
1997.
While Salazar detailed his report, some
900 people lined up to view a vast and chilling display of evidence collected in the case.
Authorities also released a 90-minute compilation of videos made by Harris and
Klebold.
Wearing trenchcoats and sunglasses, the
two are seen stalking through the hallways
of Columbine just five months before the
attack, portraying hitmen offering their services to students victimized by bullies. At one
point, the two roar obscenities into the lens
and promise a brutal death for their targets.
Harris, 18, and Klebold, 17, killed 12 students and a teacher before killing themselves at the school near Littleton on April
20, 1999. Family members have long said
the sheriff’s office, the gunmen’s parents
and others missed signs that the teens were
capable of murder.
Speaking in a room with somber families
staring at him from the back wall, Salazar
said his investigation is not complete.

He said his staff interviewed two former
sheriff’s officials just this week and that
authorities are still trying to find a file
detailing a search warrant affidavit for
Harris’ home after a pipe bomb was found
along a bike path in 1998. The search never
took place.
Salazar said his investigators looked at
how sheriff’s officials reacted to 1997 complaints about Harris, ranging from petty vandalism to a Web site run by Harris that said
he and Klebold had built pipe bombs and
concluded: “Now our only problem is to
find the place that will be ‘ground zero.’”
In all, Salazar said, the sheriff’s office had
at least 15 contacts with the two teens —
from dispatch reports to official investigative reports — stemming from six separate
incidents. But it made no conclusions about
what investigators could have done differently.
The collection of evidence unveiled
Thursday included 10,418 separate items
from the murder weapons and the black
trenchcoats worn by the killers to bullet
fragments and the chairs and tables where
people died. A message board put up in a

school window the day of the attack still
says, in blue Magic Marker: “1 bleeding to
death.” There were 13 body bags.
Authorities released two videos, one of
the anxious scene in a park near the school
the day of the shooting, the other the Harris
and Klebold video.
“I don’t care what you say; if you ever
touch him again, I will fricking kill you,” a
wild-eyed Harris screams on the tape.
Some relatives say such videos were seen
by school officials and that nothing was
done.
“This raises more questions than it
answers,” said Dawn Anna, whose daughter,
Lauren Townsend, died at Columbine. “I
would disagree that there was no negligence.”
Brooks Brown said he wanted to know
what sheriff’s officials did with multiple
warnings from his parents about Harris. He
was stunned by the failure to execute the
search warrant at the Harris home a year
before the slayings.
“That’s basically telling me my friends
died because of a clerical error,” he said.

Catholic abuse study concludes 4 percent of priests accused
Rachel Zoll
Associated Press Religion Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
national, church-sanctioned study
documenting sex abuse by U.S.
Roman Catholic clergy found that
about 4 percent of clerics have
been accused of molesting minors
since 1950, a diocese said
Thursday.
The Diocese of Yakima, Wash.,
said in a news release that the survey compiled by the John Jay
College of Criminal Justice found
4,392 of the 109,694 clergy who
served over that five-decade period faced allegations of abuse.
The survey was overseen by the
National Review Board, a lay
watchdog panel the bishops
formed at the height of the abuse
crisis. The review board had a
Friday morning news conference
scheduled in Washington to discuss the report and a companion
study on how the abuse crisis
developed.
Dioceses nationwide received
10,667 abuse claims since 1950,
according to the news release. Of
those, claims by 6,700 were substantiated. About 3,300 were not
investigated because the accused
clergymen were dead.
Another 1,000 or so claims
proved to be unsubstantiated, the
diocese said.
The national report also tallied
abuse-related costs at $533.4 million.
A source who has read both the
John Jay tally of abuse cases and
the report on causes provided
some other findings to the AP on
condition of anonymity.
The causes report places much
of the blame on bishops, saying
“moral laxity” in disciplining
offenders created an atmosphere
that allowed the crisis to occur.
The report acknowledges that
some bishops recognized the grav-

ity of the problem early on and
spent years lobbying the Vatican
to change church law so they
could move faster against abusers.
The study also said the bishops
were sometimes ill-served by the
therapists and lawyers they sought
out for guidance.
Still, there have been widespread reports of bishops who
sheltered abusers and the review
board used harsh language to criticize churchmen who failed to act.
It said these bishops were guilty of
“neglect” and insensitivity toward
victims that allowed the “smoke of
Satan” to enter the church, the
source said.
The raw numbers of abuse
claims and accused clergy are
higher than previously estimated
by the media, victims groups and
church officials.
Estimates of the number of
guilty clerics have varied dramatically. Church officials have said
anywhere between 1 percent and 3
percent of clergy abused minors.
The Rev. Andrew Greeley, a
sociologist at the University of
Chicago, put the number at 4 percent. Psychologist Richard Sipe, a
former monk who researches sexuality in the priesthood, said it
could be as high as 5 percent.
The bishops have apologized
repeatedly for any wrongdoing and
have enacted several reforms to
protect children since the longsimmering abuse problem erupted
more than two years ago in
Boston. The discipline policy they
adopted in June 2002 bars sex
offenders from all public ministry.
The bishops authorized the new,
landmark studies to restore trust in
their leadership. No other profession or religious group has
exposed itself to such scrutiny on
the abuse issue, even though
molestation is an acknowledged
problem among coaches, teachers
and clergy of other faiths.
The prelates said they wanted to

AA Day
Day at
at the
the Beach
Beach
30 Days at
Unlimited
A Day
the Beach
Tanning for $25
Call
an appointment
or walk-in
A forDay
at the
Beach
3101 S. Russell

728-6460

undertake the investigation to
demonstrate their willingness to
confront abuse in the church.
Victims, however, say the bishops acted only under intense pub-

lic pressure and said any study by
the church is bound to underestimate the number of abuse cases.
In Boston, where the national
crisis began with the case of rogue

priest John Geoghan, officials said
Thursday that 162 archdiocesan
priests — about 7 percent of those
who served over the last half-century — had been accused of abuse.

the Women’s Center, ASUM and the The Diversity Advisory Council proudly present...

with The Women’s Center

with Amnesty International

March 1st, 2004
29 Minutes
Sin City Diary explores the lives of women who
work as prostitutes around the U.S. Navy base at
Subic Bay in the Philippines. Sin City Diary
raises important questions about America’s
responsibility to its former colony, prostitutes and
the economy.

March 8th, 2004
42 Minutes
A video essay set in the Mexican-U.S. border town of
Ciudad Juarez. The video explores the sexualization
of the border region through labor division, prostitution,
the expression of female desires in the entertainment
industry, and sexual violence in the public sphere.

with Student’s for Choice

March 15th, 2004
45 Minutes
The birth control pill was a touchstone for sexual
liberation in the 1960’s. This fascinating
documentary, which chronicles little known
chapters in the history of the oral contraceptive
that changed the world.

with Kyi-Yo Native American Student Assoc.

March 22nd, 2004
107 Minutes
Three Native American sisters decide to
try to sell a line of cosmetics they call
Naturally Native, based on old tribal
remedies, only to have to fight an uphill
battle with racist business people. This
film is the first to be totally financed by
an Indian tribe, Connecticut’s
Mashantucket tribe.

All films are FREE at 7PM, in McGill Hall 215. For more information call 243-4153.
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Retirement money illegally transferred to UM
Bob Anez
Associated Press Writer

HELENA (AP) — The commissioner of higher education’s
office improperly put money in
a campus account that was
intended to cover the office’s
retirement costs, a legislative
audit found.
The report said the maneuver
was allowed by a Board of
Regents policy that violated a
state law dictating how government accounts are managed. As
a result, the commissioner’s
office could not legally stash the
$152,000 in an account at the
University of Montana for later
use by the office, the auditors
concluded.
Rod Sundsted, associate commissioner of higher education
for fiscal affairs, acknowledged
Thursday that the transfer of
money for future use of the
commissioner’s office was not
permitted.
The audit finding means that
the office cannot use the money
transferred to the UM account,
he said. “But it doesn’t mean we
can’t meet our retirement costs.
We just have to account for it in
a different way.”
The report, which will be presented to the Legislative Audit
Committee next month, said the
commissioner’s office moved
$151,975 to a UM account
because the law does not permit
the office to maintain that kind
of special retirement fund.
The law also prevents the
office from using the money
once it was placed in the UM
account, the audit said. It also
recommended the regents

change their policy allowing
such temporary relocations of
cash.
Sundsted said the regents
changed that policy at their
January meeting.
The money was intended to
cover $95,000 in retirement
costs connected to two longtime
staff members leaving, as well

one of the school’s accounts,
and that will ensure the office
has the money to cover its imminent retirement costs, Sundsted
said.
“We can still accomplish the
same things,” he said.
The need for the money is
unusual because of the timing of
the retirements of key staffers,

$

MOVING SALE!
• Feb 20th - 29th •

10 to 50% off

New location
129 W. Front

all merchandise
• Technical and Casual
Clothing 10-50% off
• Snowshoes 25% off
• X country, Tele and
AT skis 20% off
• Scarpa and Garmont
Tele Boots 20% off
• Demo Tele and AT skis

as expenses related to other possible retirements in the near
future. Retiring state employees
get paid for any unused vacation
time and for a fourth of their
accumulated sick leave.
In response to the audit, the
commissioner’s office simply
will reduce money going to UM
to offset the $152,000 deposit in

next to MacKenzie
River Pizza

March 1st
Skis

101 S. Higgins Ave.
721-1670

but the problem of covering
such expenses is faced by the
entire university system, said
Laurie Neils, director of budget
and accounting in the commissioner’s office. The system paid
$2.8 million last year to departing employees, she said.
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Robin Selvig,
head coach of
the Lady Griz,
gathers his
thoughts during
a time out in the
second half of
Friday’s game
against the
Bobcats.

BUILDING A LEGACY

In the last 26 years Robin Selvig has established a Big Sky Conference powerhouse

R

obin Selvig is three wins away
from his 600th career victory.

It just so happens it could be during an
extraordinary week. The Lady Griz are looking to wrap up a perfect run through the Big
Sky Conference, the men’s team is making a
last-ditch effort to claw it’s way up from the
bottom of the conference and the great
Monte will finally be unmasked.
The Lady Griz head coach doesn’t mind
that this career milestone might not be the
top headline.
“That’s not really something that enters
my mind,” Selvig said.
The humble man from Outlook, Mont., is
reluctant to talk about himself — especially
the details of his illustrious career. In his 26
years at the helm Selvig has coached his way
to fifth on the list of winningest active coaches, the most successful coach in Big Sky
Conference history and an eight-time conference coach of the year winner.
“Those are things that are nice to look
back on after the season,” Selvig said.
Selvig’s modesty stops when he starts to
discuss the players he has coached throughout his tenure. He is quick to praise and

Story by Josi Carlson — Photos by Lisa Hornstein
unable to choose favorites. Every team is
memorable and every memory is a treasure.

But Selvig’s memories aren’t just pleasant
stories he can sit on a porch swing and tell
his grandchildren about one day. They have
been the makings of the greatest dynasty in
Big Sky Conference history.
“You look at him as the ‘Godfather’ of the
Big Sky coaching world,” said Carla Taylor,
Weber State’s head coach.
But the secrets of success weren’t handed
down to Selvig. In 1978, at the tender age of
26, he took over a team that had gone 7-13
the previous season.
“He definitely had a lot more intensity
than we were used to,” Linda Smith said.
Smith, who was Linda Deden then, was a
senior on Selvig’s first team.
That first year the team had a 13-13
record, finished second in the Mountain
Division and Missoula got its first glimpse at
the tenacious defense that Selvig’s teams are
now famous for.
“His teams are always fundamentally
sound — every player excels
at many aspects,” Taylor
said.
But it’s more than just
fundamentals at the base of
Selvig’s dynasty — it’s his
recruitment of high quality
in-state players.
“He monopolized the
entire state,” Taylor said.
Schools would recruit
very little in Montana
because the girl’s basketball
season was in the fall,
Taylor said. That was out of
the ordinary for most coaches, so most of them just didn’t bother with it, she said.
“So Robin was able to
keep the talent and he made
great teams out of that,”
Taylor said.
Although Montana’s high
schools switched their seasons in 2002, UM continues
to sign many quality in-state
players and has become the
dream of any young girl in a
Lady Griz T-shirt.
This year Selvig continued the tradition by signing
Selvig disputes a referee’s call during Friday’s game against
Johanna Closson of
MSU. Selvig has been the Lady Griz head coach for 26 years Whitefish. Many Division I
and is well known for helping the refs do their job.

schools, including Gonzaga and Montana
State, recruited the highly-touted prep star,
but Closson found the program closest to
home just as appealing.
The dynasty of successful teams is one
feather in Selvig’s maroon and silver cap, but
he has also been a major factor in developing
Dahlberg Arena into one of the greatest
atmospheres in women’s basketball.
Last year the Lady Griz ranked 26th in the
nation for attendance by averaging 3,730
fans a game. No other Big Sky Conference
school made an appearance on the list of 45.
“When we’re on the road you could roll a
bowling ball and not hit anybody,” Tom
Stage said. Stage was a long-time high
school coach and has been the Voice of the
Lady Griz for the past five seasons.
“Schools like Weber State have had a lot
of success the last couple of years, but they
still don’t draw the crowds,” Stage said.
“That’s a credit to Robin and his program.”
Playing on the road is always difficult, but
there’s not as many drawbacks when it’s not
a hostile environment, Stage said.
Selvig is quick to give praise to the solid
Lady Griz fan base in attendance at every
home game, and the fact that they have
helped make Montana a choice location to
host tournaments. In fact, Montana is among
16 sites chosen to host first- and secondround games in the NCAA tournament.
“I’ve always said there are bigger programs, but not necessarily better,” Selvig
said. “It’s exciting for teams to play in
Missoula.”
But the excitement isn’t reserved just for
the fans and the visiting teams that get a
glimpse at the rowdy UM Pep Band and the
moon-walking mascot. The players also have
a great appreciation for the aura of the
Adams Center.
“It’s always a great relief to come back
and play at home,” said Brooklynn Lorenzen.
“It never gets old running out in front of our
crowd.”
The Lady Griz hope to use the power of
Dahlberg to their advantage as the playoff
scene begins to form. If the Lady Griz continue their successful league play and claim
the conference title, they will be one of four
teams to play their March Madness openers
in Missoula.
Selvig’s reputation as a coach with a
hardcore match-up zone defense is enough to
draw in the average basketball fan, but for

people who prefer dramatics, he has also
been known for some entertaining sideline
antics.
It is not a challenge for middle-schoolers
who hide in the rafters of the arena to hear
Selvig’s agitation when a player fails to get
back on defense, or for his wife, Jane, to get
an earful from her seat in the second row.
“I’m sure she doesn’t appreciate how I act
sometimes. It’s even worse when my mother’s at the game,” Selvig said.
Selvig’s passionate displays of emotion
have always been part of his coaching.
“He used to take off his coat and stomp on
it,” said Smith, regarding Selvig’s first season of coaching.
Shannon Cate-Schweyen, Selvig’s only
All-American and current assistant coach,
explains Selvig’s antics as a representation of
how involved he is with his team.
“Kids have a lot of respect for him,” CateSchweyen said. “It’s his way of getting the
most out of players.”
Selvig claims that over the years he has
mellowed with age and fans see a very small
part of his coaching personality.
“Basketball games are a unique 40 minutes,” Selvig said. “Forty minutes of insanity.”
For most Lady Griz fans, the only side of
Selvig they see is the soft-spoken interviewee on his weekly television show, or the
high-energy coach who has no problem giving referees every piece of his mind.
But there’s also the Selvig who has recently started gardening and plays the piano to
relax before a home game. He is a father figure who has the team over to swim in his
pool in the summers and a boss who understands how important the family institution
is.
“He’s been wonderful to work for,” CateSchweyen said. “He is great at seeing the
balance in life.”
Although Selvig’s players, colleagues and
peers do not hesitate to praise his coaching
prowess, there is one thing they are not
afraid to criticize: his driving.
“There’s a lot of truth to the bad driving
rumor,” Cate-Schweyen said. “He and Tom
Stage usually ride together and I think they
are too busy talking trivia to pay attention.”
But Selvig is quick to defend his honor
when it comes to the rumors.
“I’ve been known to get lost once in a
while,” Selvig said. “When you grow up in a
town of 100 it’s easy to get lost in the city.”
But as his 600th victory nears, Selvig
doesn’t have to worry about being lost. He is
well aware of what it takes to drive on the
road of success.
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Lady Griz beat back Sac State for 11th-straight win
Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin

For a lastLast place
place team,
Hornets give
Sacramento
UM tense
State showed
they could keep first half
up with the Big
Sky Conference’s No. 1-ranked
Lady Griz, at least for a while.
Sac State began a tight rallying
game in the beginning, but David
lost to Goliath in this battle as
the Lady Griz crept back into the
game and extended their lead,
defeating the Hornets 68-46. It
was the ladies’ 12th win in a
row.
“It was one of those games
that you better realize they’re
gonna hang around,” said Lady
Griz head coach Robin Selvig in
a KLCY radio interview.
The Hornets began the scoring
with a free throw by Sarah Craig,
but the University of Montana
answered quickly with a 17-foot
two-point shot by sophomore
guard Katie Edwards to make the
score 2-1.
After four quick points by the
Hornets, it looked as though the
Lady Griz might have their work
cut out for them. At the 12:27

mark Sac State’s Tyeisha Brown
sank a three-point shot to give
them a seven point lead at 15-8.
However, it would be the largest
lead they had all game.
The Lady Griz slowly began to
come back, but had problems
penetrating a tough and erratic
Hornet defense. Nearly every
other time the Lady Griz carried
the ball across the half-court line
the Hornets switched defensive
strategies, from zone to a manto-man defense and back to zone
again.
“They’re a good defensive
team,” Selvig said. “I give them
credit, they were playing good.”
But Sac State couldn’t hold out
forever.
With 9:22 in the first half, senior forward Julie Deming completed two free-throw shots to tie
the game at 17. Then Hornet
Samania Black answered 19 seconds later with a two-point shot
to give the lead back to Sac
State.
The Lady Griz followed with
two three-point shots that sealed
the game.
After senior guard Brooklynn
Lorenzen stole the ball from
Hornet Danielle Iceman, the
Lady Griz passed the ball around

until Lynsey Monaco dished it to
center Hollie Tyler for the first
devastating three-pointer.
Monaco followed up her assist
with the second three-point shot
to give UM a 19-23 lead with
7:52 remaining in the half.
From then on, the Lady Griz
took command of the game,
slowly building up their lead,
finishing the half at 39-29.
Sac State kept a man-to-man
defense throughout the second
half, but couldn’t hold back a
surging Lady Griz team.
Deming led the Lady Griz with
19 points and five rebounds,
completing 6-11 from the field as
well as shooting 6-6 from the
free throw line.
Tyler and Edwards followed
up with 11 points each, but some
of the game’s most vital scores
came from players off the bench.
Monaco’s three-point shot in
the first half edged the coffin
door down a little, and in 19
minutes she finished with five
points.
“(Monaco) was a huge lift the
first half,” Selvig said. “She really gave us a great game.”
Meanwhile, Crystal Baird used
her turn-around jump shot to finish with seven points, although

the junior center suffered from a
sore throat and played just 19
minutes.
But the Lady Griz player that
came off the bench and, not surprisingly, made a splash, was
sophomore forward Jody
McLeod.
McLeod scored the last two
points of the first half, rushing in
a layup as the buzzer sounded.
She had seven points in the first
half and ended the game with ten
points and six rebounds, despite
playing only 15 minutes.
Selvig proved once again that
he was in no hurry to rush to
league records. The Lady Griz
coach substituted Lorenzen with
6:35 left in the game, playing
freshman Jackie DeShazer in her
place. Lorenzen had six assists
during the game, one shy of
tying the Big Sky Conference
career-assist record at 648.
DeShazer played the rest of the
game, and showed she was not
afraid to use her behind-the-back
moves. She finished with two
points and two assists, but also
had two turnovers, one of which
came when the ball failed to
make it all the way around her
back.
Danielle Iceman led the

Hornets with nine points and five
rebounds. Meanwhile, Katelyn
Ciampi showed strength under
the net, pulling down 10
rebounds, more than anyoneelse
in the game. The Hornets tied the
Lady Griz in overall rebounds at
36.
The Lady Griz completed 50
percent of their shots in the first
half, and 45.8 percent in the second for 48.1 percent in the game.
The Hornets were kept to 38.7
percent in the first half, and 16
percent in the second ending
with 28.6 percent.
“That was a good win,” Selvig
said. “(The Hornets) made us
battle the whole game.”
Selvig is just three wins away
from his 600th regular-season
win, and the Lady Griz remain
undefeated in the Big Sky
Conference (11-0) with three
games to go.
UM heads to Flagstaff to face
Northern Arizona on Saturday at
7:05 p.m., and will return to
Missoula to finish up its regular
season at home next week. All
the games can be heard on
KLCY 930 AM.
The Lady Griz need to win one
more game to clinch the regular
season championship.

UM tracksters head Griz hope to break 4-way tie
to indoor finals
with Saturday’s NAU game
The Big Sky Conference Indoor Track and Field Championship
will be held in Bozeman this weekend.
The University of Montana, picked in the preseason to finish
fourth in both men’s and women’s, will send 18 athletes to the competition.
Leading the way is senior Scott McGowan, who has already qualified for the NCAA Championship at Fayetteville, Ark., with an altitude adjusted time of 3:59.73 in the mile.
Senior Andrew Levin has qualified provisionally for the NCAA
meet after posting a score of 5,264 in the heptathlon. Levin will also
compete in the 55-meter hurdles.
Sophomore high jumper Jas Gill is UM’s other top qualifier. He
and teammate Dan Casey have both cleared just over seven feet in
the high jump, nearly the best in the conference.
Junior cross-country All-American Antony Ford will also be
looked upon to contribute after posting a season-best time of 8:13.51
in the 3,000-meters.
Freshman Loni Perkins and junior Shannon Selby are the only two
female athletes to qualify in two events. Perkins will run in the 200and 400-meter sprints, while Selby will take part in the pentathlon
and the triple jump.
Other UM entries include: Drew Reppe, 400-meters; Phil Marlett,
800-meters; Rob Hollenbeck, long jump; Shawn Patrick, triple jump;
Tyler McIntyre, triple jump; Craig Van Nice, triple jump; Lindsey
Crawford, high jump; Anne Sheehy, high jump; Bailey Cox, pentathlon; Amy Weddell, pole vault; and Sarah Lenoch, pole vault.
-Kaimin Sports Staff

Tennis kicks off season
The University of Montana women’s tennis team will open its
2004 Spring tennis season with three dual matches at the University
of Minnesota Invitational.
The action begins Friday against host Minnesota. The Golden
Gophers are coming off their only win of the season against Drake
University.
Gustavus Adolphus, from St. Peter, Minn., will take on the Griz on
Saturday. Gustavus Adolphus has won at home against Winona State
and on the road against Creighton.
On Sunday the Griz will play the Hawkeyes of Iowa, the current
43rd-ranked team in the ITA. The Hawkeyes have lost their past two
duals, but opened the season with four straight wins over Drake,
Marquette, Georgia Tech and Kansas State.
UM will be led by senior Michaela Zima of Delta, British
Columbia. Zima will open the season as the top singles player for the
Griz.
Jonna Schwartz, a sophomore from Aurora, Ill., will compete at
second singles for the Griz, while junior Annabelle Janairo of Las
Vegas will be the third-ranked singles player for UM.
After the Minnesota Invitational, the Griz will travel to Las Vegas
on March 5 to take on the Runnin’ Rebels of UNLV.
-Kaimin Sports Staff

Danny Davis
Montana Kaimin

With a playoff berth on the line, the University
of Montana basketball team will conclude its regular season on Saturday.
Montana currently sits in a four-way tie for second place in the Big Sky Conference, only a mere
half-game ahead of three teams tied for sixth place.
Because of the clutter surrounding the conference
standings, a berth to the conference tournament is
anything but certain for the Griz going into the
weekend.
Montana, winner of five straight games, will
square off against Northern Arizona University,
one of the other three teams currently tied for second place (Sacramento State and Montana State are
the others). The Lumberjacks (13-13; 6-7 BSC) are
coming off a 67-62 loss to Montana State on
Wednesday.
UM hopes to avoid a result similar to what happened the last time these two teams squared off.
NAU thumped Montana 83-67 on January 29 in
Flagstaff, Ariz. In that game the Griz saw

Lumberjack forward Aaron Bond score 26 points
while teammate Joakim Kjellbom had 18 points
and seven rebounds.
“We need to put more pressure (defensively) on
them,” UM head coach Pat Kennedy said. “It’s
been a little too easy for them to run their offense.”
Bond, a senior forward, is third in conference
scoring, averaging 17.2 points a game.
“He’s one of the better players in the league and
so we’ve got to be more physical with him on
defense,” Kennedy said.
Grizzly junior Kamarr Davis, coming off a 24point, 15-rebound performance in Montana’s 80-69
Wednesday night victory over Sacramento State,
leads Montana with 13.3 points a game while teammate Kevin Criswell averages 12.3.
The game could possibly be the last time one in
which seniors Brent Cummings, Derrick Mansell,
Victor Venters, Steve Horne and Ryan Pederson
step on the basketball court as Grizzlies.
“It’s an emotional game for all the seniors,”
Venters said. “It’s so hard to describe the emotions.”
Tip-off at Dahlberg Arena is slated for 2:05 p.m.

Upcoming Sports Events
Today, Feb. 27
Men’s and Women’s Track Teams attend Big
Sky Conference Indoor Championships in Bozeman.
Women’s tennis begins the Minnesota
Invitational against the Golden Gophers on their
home court. Matches begin at 5 p.m.

The game begins at 7:05 p.m. Listen to it at KLCY
radio 930 AM
Men’s and Women’s Track Teams continue
their attemtps to be No. 1 in the Big Sky.
Women’s Tennis face Gustavus Adolphus in the
Minnesota Invitational. Cool name and a Division
III powerhouse. Matches begin at 4 p.m.

Saturday, Feb. 28
Men’s Basketball hosts Northern Arizona in the
Adams Center. The game begins at 2:05 p.m. Go to
the game, or listen to KGVO radio 1290 AM.
Lady Griz face Northern Arizona in Flagstaff.

Sunday, Feb. 29
Women’s Tennis finishes up at the Minnesota
Invitational against the Iowa Hawkeyes. Why they
would kill Hawks simply for their eyes, we don’t
know. Matches begin at 11 a.m.

Read the Kaimin or visit the web at www.kaimin.org on Tuesday
for sports results
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Horoscopes
for the ignorant
SAME-SEX MARRIAGE EDITION

Aries (March 21-April 20)
*** The Bible says it’s all
right for Britney Spears to get
married in Las Vegas and get the
marriage annulled the next day. That
kind of MARRIAGE upholds the
sanctity of the institution, but not
those of perverted same-sex couples
who want to devote their lives to
each other. Nope. Look it up, it’s all
in there.
Taurus (April 21-May 21)
**** Rhyme time: when our
forefathers separated church
and state they didn’t really mean that
shit. They meant that the majority
should be able to shove its bogus
morality down the throats of the
minority whenever they see fit.
Gemini (May 22-June 21)
***** Dick Cheney’s
daughter is an open lesbian. To
Dick’s credit, he has been very supportive of his daughter, and even
wants her to marry one day, once
she’s met the right man.

Mike Cohea/Montana Kaimin

With benefits like a new elevator, added gallery space and classrooms, the Missoula Art Gallery will be expanding with the year-long construction slated
to start this summer.

Growing funds fuel Art Museum’s expansion
Alex Strickland
Montana Kaimin

Downtown Missoula is in
store for a rebirth, or at least a
renovation, thanks to the
Missoula Art Museum’s
Renaissance project.
The project involves raising
$3 million for renovations and
an expansion on the museum’s
historic Pattee Street building.
The museum is housed in the
historic Carnegie Library building, but its growing collection
and education programs have
made the space inadequate.
“We got carried away,” said
museum director Laura Millin.
“We started designing an elevator and ended up with a wing.”
The elevator is the driving
force of the project, Millin said.
At present, the building is not
handicap-accessible and she said
many elderly people have difficulty making it up the stairs to
the second floor.
The expansion of the museum

will add 60 percent more gallery
space, as well as room for classrooms and “the vault,” a strictly
climate-controlled room to store
the museum’s collection.
Millin said the addition of the
vault will also allow the museum
to bring in more sensitive and
older work that it can’t handle
now.
At present, the museum has
already raised about $1.9 million. The co-chair of the committee in charge of fund raising
in the UM School of Law,
Martin Burke, said he expects
the fund raising to exceed its target.
He said a broad range of businesses are still expected to step
up and donate, and the committee is just starting its broad public part of the campaign.
A challenge the museum faces
involves the preservation of the
historic Carnegie Building and
keeping the same feel in the new
section.

“We love this old building,”
Millin said. “It feels like a big
house.”
The building will be restored
and renovated as part of the
project. One original wall will
even serve as an inside wall for
the new section.
Part of the fund raising
involves people “purchasing” a
part of the project as sponsors.
Millin said the elevator was
sponsored by a man whose niece
is disabled and has never been
able to enjoy the museum. The
elevator will be named in her
honor.
“It is kind of a sales strategy,”
Millin said. “But it allows people to leave a legacy or remember someone.”
It also pays for the renovation,
such as the elevator sponsorship,
which costs $15,000.
Millin said the addition of
classroom space will be one of
the most valuable things to come
from the addition. The museum

will have two state-of-the-art
classrooms to host classes and
groups. Millin said classes are
currently held in the galleries, or
wherever they can find space.
Half a million dollars of the
total funds have already been
spoken for. The museum will
take that money and set up an
endowment to keep it financially
sound in the future and enable it
to remain free to the public.
“The library is free, we’re
free,” Millin said. “That’s an
access issue in itself.”
During the year-long construction period slated to begin this
summer the museum will move
to a still-to-be-decided temporary location. Millin and Burke
both said it would be somewhere
downtown.
Millin believes the whole project shows the museum’s commitment to downtown Missoula.
“We can’t let downtown die,”
she said. “We believe the art
museum is a cultural anchor.”

Motets bring mo’ culture to Missoula
Alex Strickland
Montana Kaimin

The Motet would classify the music it will
play March 5 at the Top Hat under a simple,
all-inclusive category — that is, if it could.
This group of six musicians from Boulder,
Colo., plays a mix of funk, afro-cuban, jazz
and Brazilian styles to create what founding
member and band leader Dave Watts calls
“hot, sweaty dance grooves.”
Watts, 36, has been playing the drums
since he was 12, and since graduating from
Berkeley Music School in Boston, has made
a livelihood with it.
The Motet was created in 1998 by Watts.
“Initially, it was an expression of the
Boulder musical community,” he said.
“It’s just incredible for a small town in the
middle of nowhere,” Watts said.

The Motet has put out three albums, but
band manager Dave Ratner said it is first
and foremost a touring band. Last year the
group played 139 shows. The year before
that 179. Ratner said the band has played in
every part of the country.
Watts hasn’t confined himself to just one
country though. He has traveled to Cuba
twice to study percussion and is planning to
travel to Brazil soon to do the same.
“People in those countries are really excited to share knowledge,” Watts said. “They
just take you in.”
Watts said a lesson from someone would
often end up with him being invited to the
teacher’s home for dinner and an offer to
stay the night there.
“It’s more of a community,” he said. “It’s
a great feeling to learn music and culture.”

A defining characteristic of The Motet has
been the changing lineup of the band. Watts
said presently there are musicians from
Boston and New York playing with them.
Ratner and Watts both had good memories
of the band’s previous experiences in
Missoula.
“It’s been a great town,” Ratner said.
“Some of the greatest crowds have been
there.”
Watts said the band has played at the Blue
Heron and the Ritz on its previous five visits. For the upcoming show, he “hopes it will
be better than the Ritz.”
The Motet will play March 5 at 9 p.m. at
the Top Hat. Tickets for the 21 and over
show are $8.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
**** Those damned
Massachusetts Supreme Court
Justices. Always interpreting the law
like it was their job or something.
There oughta be a law against them
pulling that crap. I tell you what, boy.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 23)
*** If ’n I was mayor of San
Francisco, not only would I not allow
gay MARRIAGE, I would make it
double or even triple illegal. No wait,
I would make it quadruple illegal.
Get married now, punks!!!!
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 22)
**** George Dub wants to
amend the Constitution and I think
we oughta let ’im. We need to get
more hate and fear back into that old
thing.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** What time does “Will
and Grace” come on? I like watching’ me them funny fruit fellers. So
long as they don’t up and try to get
married on me. That’s only for heteros, my man.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Ellen DeGeneres is in that
“Finding Nemo.” Now I like that
movie, so if she wanted to get married for like a week or two I would
be willing to look the other way.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** If God wanted gay couples to get married then why
come they haven’t been able to
before? At least that’s what my
pappy told me and I believe ’im, too.
Hyuk, hyuk. Gulp. Ding. Whistle.
(Manufactured fart noise).
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Gwyneth Paltrow supports same-sex marriages. I
guess she’s not all bad.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** I once saw two gay
women holding hands and I
said to them: “You can hold hands
all you want, but if I don’t acknowledge it, then it’s almost like it really
isn’t happening.” That shut them up.
Real quick. At least I’d like to think
it did.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Don’t get married, get
even. (That doesn’t make sense).
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ix
Picks
FRIDAY
Feruqi’s

I said a hip-hop the hippie the hippie to the hip hip-hop, a you don’t
stop the rock it to the bang bang boogie say up jumped the boogie
to the rhythm of the boogie, the beat. If you’d like to hear more oldschool hip-hop to actual beats, check out Ferilla Friday’s at Feruqis.
Fo’ free. After all, at all the other places, the macaroni's soggy, the
peas are mushed and the chicken tastes like wood.

SATURDAY
Swizzlegrit
A certain pal of mine says all she wants in life is a cowboy with
scruffy facial hair, a plaid shirt and cowboy boots. I say, if you
share these dreams of rough-and-tumble cowpoke love, you might
just find that man at a Swizzlegrit show. Swizzlegrit is playing at
the Union Club at 9:30 p.m. If he’s not there to swing you around
the dance floor all night, the music will keep you plenty satisfied.
Free.

MONDAY
Gardening Class
Spring is teasing us with showers, sunshine and just enough warmth
to melt off that last gritty layer of snow. Celebrate by getting grass
stains on your knees and dirt under your fingernails. Or at least
learn how to, at the first of a three-part Missoula Urban
Development Start-to-Finish Gardening Class. The other two classes
will be held March 15 and March 29. Call 721-7513 to register.
Cost is $18 for all classes.

TUESDAY
Comedy Night
Laugh, snicker, hee-haw, guffaw, just for the love of God, don’t
snort. It’s comedy night at the Broadway Sports Bar and Grill. Five
bucks for funny stuff provided by Michael Jenkins and Justin K.
Just in case the jokes don’t tickle that funny bone, there’s always
booty-shaking to be done afterwards.

WEDNESDAY
Volumen
You voted them Best Local Band in 2004’s Best of Missoula. Now
back up those votes with some action. Go check out Volumen,
which will be playing along with the Oakland-based Coachwhips at
the Other Side. Expect an eargasm of fuzz rock. Show is 18 and
older and free!

THURSDAY
New Monsoon
Pardon the cheesy pun, it can’t be helped. A fierce storm of jamminess will be descending on the Top Hat. It’s New Monsoon.
During one of their shows, if luck has it, your ears will be graced
by the sounds of everything from a tabla to a didgeridoo, congas
and timbales, banjo, dobro to the simple guitar. Expect an atmosphere of nag champa and swirly karma. Tickets are $7 and the
music starts at 10 p.m.

The Plug
1. “The Da Vinci Code” by Dan Brown (fiction)
The truth of Catholicism needs to be brought out,
which this book does. It’s a really easy read. It
exposes a lot of myths that we seem to just accept
in our society.
2. Tall girls (women of height)
Give tall girls a chance. There’s a lot of tall girls
out there and people don’t need to be afraid of us.
Here’s what

Rachel Cahill
a junior
in HHP
thinks you should check out

3. Speak up (utilize your
first amendment rights)
Everybody who is for gay marriage needs to
speak out against the proposed Constitutional
amendment.

Bret Ferris/Montana Kaimin

“The Island: Fixation and Solution” is being shown in the UC Art Gallery from now until March 19. The artist,
South Korean SungHong Min, has been making art since he was 6 years old.

‘Island’ art speaks in repetition
Ira Sather-Olson
Montana Kaimin

A conceptual artist who makes
art using repetition wants viewers to think and reflect on each
metaphorical aspect of his work
as it applies to their daily lives.
This artist, South Korean
SungHong Min, is having his
work, titled “The Island: Fixation
and Solution,” shown at the UC
Art Gallery until March 19.
Min said he started making art
when he was 6 years old. He
went to a private art school during high school and earned his
bachelor’s degree from an art
school in South Korea. He
recently finished his master’s
degree at the San Francisco Art
Institute with an emphasis in
painting.
“I just like it,” he said about
his interest in art. “(I) did it for a
long time as a child.”
He said he’s interested in making art for a living and also in
teaching art.
His gallery installation
includes “Island in Frame,”
which consists of several beaklike ceramic figures and framed
photographs of the figures
grouped together. Large numbers
of the ceramic figures are also
huddled together on the floor in
the gallery. Some of the ceramic
pieces are set on pedestals direct-

ly in front of a photograph of the
same object. Each ceramic piece
is a different color and has its
“mouth” open to varying
degrees.
The color and shape of each
figure on the floor in “Island in
Frame” represent the flags and
ideologies of countries around
the world, Min said. He said the
grouping of the figures is a
metaphor for how communities
are more open to communication
than individuals are. Min said
that because the beak figures
have slightly open mouths, they
have the potential to “communicate” with each other.
The wall to the left of the
framed pictures features ceramic
figures horizontally pointing out
to the viewer. Some of the figures have colored “tears” running from them. Min said this
part of the piece deals with feelings like sadness and happiness.
In the photographic piece “14
Islands” Min mixed watercolor
paint with ice and made more
beak-like figures. He froze the
pieces and photographed the
melting process. He said the
melting ice is a metaphor that
relates to his constantly changing
emotions throughout his day-today life.
Another photographic piece
titled “The Island” is a documentation of the ceramic figures

placed on a mirror with colored
ice melting inside of them.
Min sees his art as a kind of
dual image of himself, he said.
When Min built the ceramic
pieces, he made them by his hand
and said he was “talking to himself” in a way. He said this concept of a “twin” image of himself
relates to all aspects of the
processes used to make this art.
“The work centers on one
object but you never see the
object by itself,” said Walsh
Hansen, coordinator for the UC
Gallery. “It seems to be in context of the same object multiplied over and over again.”
Min’s work is more conceptual, something not seen very
much in ceramic based art,
Hansen said. Hansen likes the
way Min is controlling the
process of the installation
through photographic documentation, he said.
“It’s very innovative for
Montana,” he said. “It’s nice to
get something from the West
Coast art scene into Montana.”
SungHong Min’s art installation “The Island: Fixation and
Solution” will have an opening
reception at the gallery from 5 to
7 p.m. A slide lecture will also
be given at 3 p.m.
UC Gallery hours are 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday.

Danger Mouse makes odd mix work
Cory Walsh
Montana Kaimin

Most unauthorized remixes stay confined to the limited audience that circulates mixtapes, but Danger
Mouse’s “Grey Album” scored a favorable review in
The New Yorker, which isn’t known for its coverage of
hip-hop.
The bootleg album gained most of its notice from
the concept: Vocals from Jay-Z’s “Black Album” swan
song layered over beats made out of The Beatles’
“White Album.” (“The Grey Album.” Get it?) This
100-percent illegal mix by the New York-based producer has already become popular enough to earn
cease-and-desist orders from EMI Publishing, the company that holds all those Beatles royalty checks from
Michael Jackson.
New Yorker and Rolling Stone articles aside, the
album has gained grassroots popularity because of the
quality of its beats, not the novelty of its mash-up
(Who still listens to the Eminem/Christina Aguilera
one anymore?). Danger Mouse avoids P. Diddy-style
hook-robbery, instead playing up the contrast between

the Beatles’ acoustic guitars and Jay-Z’s vocals. Jay-Z
dedicated a lot of his lyrics on “Black” to nostalgia
and self-mythologizing, and the bits and pieces of
Lennon and McCartney’s more melancholy songs help
sell the myth part better than Jay-Z’s own high-priced
producers did.
Part of the fun comes from hearing Mouse make a
seemingly bad combination work song after song.
“What More Can I Say” sounds great over the music
to “While My Guitar Gently Weeps.” Lennon filled
“Glass Onion” with self-referential lyrics (“I told you
about strawberry fields...Paul was the walrus,” etc. )
when the Beatles recorded it, so Jay-Z’s boasting in
“Encore” over the beat doesn’t come across as crass.
Danger Mouse has said he did the “Grey Album” as
something of a lark after hearing the Beatles right after
listening to Jay-Z. He’s also said he’ll pull the album
from circulation if McCartney thinks he’s ruined the
music. “The Grey Album” hardly ruins the Beatles any
more than the hundreds of bland piano-jazz covers,
and it would be a shame if it got banned or discontinued because it’s unauthorized.
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STDs
Continued from Page 1

friends who have had huge spots in
their cervix.
“White, smooth spots that look
like sores,” she said.
And she’s had friends who have
had to go the next step, which is
having the infected spots on their
cervix frozen with liquid nitrogen.
This is to kill the virus, “which
I’ve been told is excruciating
pain,” she said.
HPV never goes away, but it
does lay inactive in the body.
Potentially, she could be having
these procedures for the rest of her
life, but the only way she’ll know
if her cervix has pre-cancerous
cells again is by getting her annual
Pap smear.
“It is so important that girls go
in for annual Pap exams if they’re
sexually active,” she said. “It’s a
reality of sex.”
HPV, a virus that can cause
warts on the genital areas of men
and women, is one of the most
common STDs, Bell said.
Warts are spread through oral,
genital and anal sex, according to
the National Institute of Health.
“A lot of people get the virus but
don’t know they have it,” Bell said.
If women don’t get HPV treated
it can cause cervical cancer.
Another risk of warts in women is
they can pass it on during childbirth and warts can develop in their
baby’s throat, which is life-threatening.
The next two most common
STDs are herpes, which is not curable, and chlamydia, which is curable.
Between 20 and 25 percent ofyoung adult Americans will have
genital herpes by the time they
reach age 25, Bell said. “In the
neighborhood of 75 to 80 percent
of the U.S. population gets oral
herpes,” he said.
Cold sores and fever blisters are
two common infections of oral herpes.
“The virus likes to attack the
area of the body where wet meets

dry,” Bell said. “Right along the lip
line, right around the outside of the
vagina, and right on the penis.”
And the virus doesn’t care
whether it’s above or below the
belt, Bell said.
“Oral herpes can be transmitted
to someone else’s genitals,” Bell
said. “Someone with oral herpes
can also give themselves genital
herpes.”
Chlamydia, another common
infection, can go unnoticed, but if
caught it can be cured. Detection is
a must because chlamydia causes
infertility in about 100,000 women
a year, according to the National
Institute of Health.
“I really urge people, if they’re
sexually active, to get tested for
chlamydia,” Bell said. Women can
ask for a test when they have their
annual Pap smears.
And to contract chlamydia people don’t have to have sex. Just a
little fluid exchange is needed.
“I’ve seen several women who
were, in the technical term, still
virgins who had chlamydia,” Bell
said.
If chlamydia goes undetected
and untreated, women can get
pelvic-inflammatory disease and
men can get swelling in their scrotums.
The Curry Health Center does
STD tests for any student and Pap
exams for women. Prices of STD
tests range from free for gonorrhea
to $78 if someone has a positive
HPV test. Prices also depend on if
people have paid the $122 clinical
health fee and what their insurance
may cover.
The Health Enhancement
Department of Curry offers free,
anonymous HIV counseling and
testing. This test is only for students who don’t need their names
attached to their tests.
“If they were applying for a job
where they needed the test, especially in international-type positions like the Peace Corp, then they
would need their name on their test
results,” said Sarah Mart, director
of Health Enhancement at Curry
Health Center.

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND
Lost: 2/20 on Northside. White Sheepskin Vest.
Black border w/embroidered flowers. $Reward$ 8808018
FOUND: Black long-haired kitten on E. Front St. 2/23
call 543-7141
Found: Pair of gloves in UC Bookstore. Come in or
call to id. 243-1234 ext. 636 Trade Book Dept.
Lost: Dog/Tri-color Male Australian Shepherd cross at
Pattee Canyon. Wearing blur saddle bags. Last sees
2/24. “Ace”. Please Call 549-8723

PERSONALS
Be sure…Get tested. Free, anonymous HIV Counseling
& Testing…243-2122
Curry Health Center provides completely confidential
health care. No information goes to anyone, no how,
nowhere, without your permission. Curry Health
Center Call ahead for an appointment. 243-2122
Prevent colds with good self-care and frequent hand
washing. Additional health information at the Curry
Health Center website, www.umt.edu/chc
ALL YOU CAN EAT PANCAKE BREAKFAST! Sat. 3/6,
8am-noon Christ the King Church 1400 Gerald $3/person Come support physical therapy students and get a
great breakfast!

HELP WANTED
WANTED
Up to $500/Wk processing mail. Get paid for each
piece. Create your own schedule. (626) 821-4061”

Leap year
Continued from Page 1

application, it wasn’t there.
Both women wonder whether
there will be complications when
they are carded next year after
they turn 21 because the displayed
expiration date will technically be
a date that doesn’t exist.
“They’ll probably think it’s a

www.
kaimin.
org
Yup.

Make Money taking Online Surveys. Earn $10-$125 for
Surveys. Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups. Visit
www.cash4students.com/mtum
Great Opportunity Market Research Telephone
Interviews Applications are being accepted at
Research Data Design: Apply in person at 2685 Palmer
St. Ste. D, M-F 10am - 4pm or call 728-8290
Summer job on guest ranch. Driver position and lawn
maintenance position. Must live-in. Must be 21. Call
406-244-5571
Like the outdoors? Like Kids? Interested in working
in Oregon? Looking for a summer job? Camp Collins
may be the place for you!
www.ymcaportland.org/campcollins/index.asp
The Missoula Downtown Association seeks 2-3
Facilities Staff to work PT Apr-Oct Caras Park. Call
543-4238
or
visit
website
www.missouladowntown.com for info. Deadline:
March 12
Childcare Early morning and afternoon for 4yr old and
7yr old Part-time with possible full time summer position. 721-4629 days 543-5625 evenings.

WORK WANTED
WANTED
SPRING CREEK LODGE ACADEMY, A PRIVATE SCHOOL
LOCATED 15 MILES NW OF THOMPSON FALLS, IS TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER ASSISTANTS. WORK
WEEK IS FOUR-TEN HOUR DAYS. CONTACT LARRY
WARD AT (406) 827-4344, BY FAX (406) 827-4354, OR
EMAIL larry@blueslide.com

years.
Woodward’s odd birthday doesn’t bother her nearly as much as
her common first name, which she
inherited from an aunt. Her mom
says she often complains about it.
“I just say, ‘You were born on a
rare day. I wasn’t going to give
you a rare name, too,’” Monica
Woodward says.
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AMERICA AND EUROPE
RIVALS OR PARTNERS?
WITH

SIR ELDON GRIFFITHS
FORMER MEMBER OF THE BRITISH PARLIAMENT, CABINET
MEMBER WITH PRIME MINISTER MARGARET THATCHER,
DELEGATE TO THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE, PAST NATIONAL
CHAIRMAN OF THE WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCILS OF AMERICA.
KNIGHTED IN 1988 BY QUEEN ELIZABETH
A community discussion with Sir Eldon Griffiths

***Tuesday, March 2 at 7 PM***
University Center Ballroom, 3rd Floor UC Building

Call 728-3328 for details

k iosk
Work study position @ children’s shelter. Shifts available Monday - Sunday are 9pm - midnight, midnight 6:30am, 6:30am - 8am, or a combination of the three.
Call Teresa @ 549-0058.

fake,” Woodward says.
The theme of strange time lapses has manifested itself in more
than one way on Woodward’s
birthday.
The last time she celebrated on
Feb. 29 she danced in a high
school production of the musical
“Brigadoon,” a story about a
Scottish village that appears out of
the mists only once every 100

The World Affairs Council of Montana, and the University of
Montana’s Community Lecture Series and the European Union

Computer Science Major seeking work development
web sites, graphics or PHP programming. Also have 7
years experience with Linux and 20 years experience
with PC’s and networking. Also will build, upgrade or
repair PC’s. Call Allen at 243-3082 or email:
dyer.warren@umontana.edu

SERVICES
SERVICES

K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
5 Student Passes to Snowbowl. $22/each. Call Cindy
728-1880, days 251-2168 evenings.

CARLO’S COSTUMES

WANTED TO
TO RENT

RENTALS: COSTUMES, WIGS, TUXES, MARILYN, ELVIS,
70’S, 80’S. 1,000’S OF COSTUMES, SCHOOL/STAFF
RATES, 11am -6pm 543-6350

Wanted to rent: 2-3 bdrm fully furnished house in
University District for month of July. Please contact
Janie @ 928-710-1816

Professional Proofreading/Editing, $1.00/page 5420837.

FOR RENT

Professional carpet cleaning, Average Apartment $45
- $55, call Melissa 721-0175, 21 years experience.

WEEKEND CABINS - $33-$55/night. 251-6611,
www.bigsky.net/fishing Rock Creek Cabins.

Resumes, transcription, report typing, editing. Fast,
student discounts. www.atozwordprocessing.com,
728-3888

“Our Rentals Are The Talk Of The Town!” Apt’s?
Condo’s? House’s? Come see the Rental Experts!
Professional Property Management 721-8990.

“Wildland Fire Training” call 543-0013

Need free rent? Work 3/nights a week. Trade
Room/Board for childcare. Call Robyn 549-1774

FOR SALE
2000 Jeep Wrangler Hard Top 65,000K Red/Black top,
Nice wheels/tires well maintained very good 8214120 $11,800.00 OBO
Missoula’s Jewish Community is sponsoring, “More
Than Just A Garage Sale,” Sunday, February 29, from
9:30am to 1pm at the University Villages Community
Center. The event features food, music, and bargains
galore.
HUGE INDOOR GARAGE SALE! Tools, Furniture,
Stereos, T.V.’s, Dishes, Clothes, CD’s, Games, hundreds of videos. You won’t believe the Prices. Sat.
Feb 23rd 9:00-1:00 6125 Mullan Road
Wedding dress/formal. Ivory, size 6. Strapless
sheath, simple and very elegant. $250, o.b.o. Call
549-2516.

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu

MONTANA KAIMIN
BUSINESS STAFF:

Montana Kaimin

Clean, furnished room. Centrally located, cable,
common area, laundry, utilities. $250/month. No
pets. Dinners available. Call 542-3173
3 BR 2 1/2 BA SPLIT LEVEL DW, AC W/D Hks Patio
Garage VERY NICE AVAILABLE NOW $850/mo call 3606693

COMPUTERS
Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

GOOD LUCK KENNY!
Go get ‘em at Nationals in Las Vegas! Kenny, Kenny
he’s our guy, cheer real loud and toss ‘em high! We
wish you the very best of luck, and hope like hell you
don’t THROW-UP!!!!

VINTAGE
VINTAGE CLOTHING
BEST VINTAGE, CLOTHING, BEST PRICES, CARLO’S ONE
NIGHT STAND. 204 3rd 11am - 6pm EVERYDAY 5436350

ROOMMATES
ROOMMATES NEEDED
Room available I 3bdrm condo, dishwasher, cool
roommates. Central vac. Yard. Garage. 300/month +
1/3 utilities. Call Troy 546-8069.

BEAD SALE
BATHING BEAUTIES 25% OFF EVERYTHING. EVERYDAY
IN FEBRUARY. 517 SOUTH HIGGINS 10-6 EVERYDAY
543-0018

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.org
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